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Rock Around the Clock 
With 

Bill Haley’s original COMETS 
 
It's not a stretch to say without Bill Haley and his Comets there may never have been such a 

thing as rock n' roll. Haley and his Comets introduced this new sound to the world 
with their hit recordings of "Shake Rattle & Roll", "See You Later" and the national anthem of 

R & R, 
"Rock Around The Clock". 

 
The Original Comets are still blazing away in Branson, Mo at the Music City Centre in 2012. 
The Original Comets came to Branson in 2005, appearing at Dick Clark's theatre for 3 years 

and another 2 years at the Andy Williams Moon River Theater. 
 

SEE AND HEAR ORIGINAL COMET SAX MAN JOEY AMBROSE 
AND DRUMMER DICK RICHARDS-BOCCELLI IN PERSON. 

 

THIS IS A MUST-SEE SHOW! 
 



 

 

THE COMETS the First Band of Rock 'n' Roll 
 
 
The music form that we call rock 'n' roll did not 
burst forth fully-formed one day in the 1950s. lt 
evolved over many years, from many different 
musical tributaries und from the explorations 
and endeavors of myriad musicians from at 
least the 1920's onwards. 
 
For this very good reason, musicologists are in 
agreement that it is neither possible nor 
remotely fair to attribute the evolution or birth of 
rock n roll to any one moment, any one song or 
recording, or any one musician. 
 
However, it is certainly possible to acknowledge 
some of the key architects of the music form 
thut revolutionized popular culture and the 
chronology of their achievements. 
 
Among the many musical pioneers whose work 
paved the way to rock 'n' roll - the vast majority 
were solo artists. But there was one group of 
musicians that can truly be said to have been 
the FIRST BAND of rock 'n' roll. 
The first group whose ensemble 
work in arrangement und 
performance helped develop the 
nascent musical form. And 
whose flair for visual stage 
antics wrote the vocabulary for 
rock 'n' roll stagecraft. 
 
That band was the original 
incarnation of The Comets - the 
musicians who provided the 
musical foundation for singer Bill 

Haley from 1949 (when they were known es 
The Saddlemen) through the key years of their 
musical Journey together es rock 'n' roll 
pioneers. The band was the foremost group in 
the musical revolution that gathered steam in 
the early 505 and culminated in the Big Bang of 
rock n' roll. 
 
Though the band is understandably best known 
for its many hits between 1954 und 1958 - 
including the first-ever rock 'n roll number one 
"Rock Around The Clock" in 1955 - some of the 
bands most important contributions to music 
took place in the preceding years - when es 
arrangers und performers they were in the 
forefront of the development of rock 'n' roll. 
 
The band evolved from its country & western 
roots in 1949 when they were known as The 
Saddlemen - through their renaming es The 
Comets in 1952 amidst a time of great musical 
exploration - through to their heyday in 1953-

1956 when their rock 'n' roll hits 
pre-dated successes by Elvis 
Presley, Carl Perkins, Bo 
Diddley, Chuck Berry, Little 
Richard, Gene Vincent, Eddie 
Cochran and Buddy Holly. The 
band continued to have hits 
through 1958 - after which their 
prominence es hit-makers in 
America subsided - along with 
much of early rock 'n' roll itself. 

 
 

 

 

  



 

 
 

Bill Haley's Original Comets 

 

True Legends of Rock and Roll 

 

Few groups in musical history have achieved the legendary status and longevity of Bill 

Haley and the Comets. The original Comets consisting of original sax player and singer Joey 

Ambrose and drummer Dick Richards - Reunited in 1987 for a charity performance for Dick 

Clark in Philadelphia, the response for this intended one time performance was 

overwhelming. Since then the originals have appeared in concerts and shows all over 

Europe and in the U.S.A.  lt's not a stretch to say without Bill Haley and His Comets there 

may never have been such a thing as Rock and Roll. With their hit recording of Shake Rattle 

and Roll, See You Later Alligator, and The National Anthem of Rock and Roll - Rock Around 

The Clock.   Joey Ambrose and Dick Richards where inducted in the Rock and Roll Hall Of 

Fame in 2012. They are assisted by three great musicians. This is a must see show. 

 

 

  

 
  



 

 

 

  


